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Bounding our Liberation Together: Toward
Pedagogies of Coalitional Liberation
by Rae L. Oviatt and Stephanie F. Reid

Ypsilanti

•

If you have come here to help me, you are wasting your
time. But if you have come because your liberation is
bound up with mine, then let us work together.
—Lila Watson
At the time of writing this article, K-12 students across
the U.S. are returning to their schools and entering
classrooms, some for the first time in more than a year.
Once again, the start of the 2021-22 academic year is
marked with controversy and unrest. The pandemic
continues to ravage the U.S., and there is no end currently in sight. In addition, a new threat to the nation’s
students has been identified: critical race theory (CRT).
In Michigan, a May 2021 bill was introduced to ban
the teaching of “anti-American” and “racist” theories,
texts, and curriculum (Kalakailo, 2021). Actions such
as this form part of an anti-CRT movement that is
seeking to end and erase thirty years of progress for
racial justice in education, namely culturally relevant
(Ladson-Billings, 1995), culturally sustaining (Paris,
2012), and historically and culturally responsive education (Muhammad, 2020).
Recent controversies across the education landscape in
both policy and school districts have conflated CRT
with culturally relevant teaching. As classroom teachers with over a combined thirty years of experience in
classrooms, we both note that CRT was not introduced
into our own understanding of education until our
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doctoral studies. In fact, Rae studied with Dr. Dorinda
Carter Andrews, a noted CRT scholar and chairperson
of the Department of Teacher Education in the College
of Education at Michigan State University. Dr. Carter
Andrews notes that recent “school funding penalties
tied to implementing antiracist curriculum is actually
a racist move” (Carter Andrews, cited in Ward, 2021).
We would agree. We also want to note that the recent
moves in Michigan to deny any conversations exploring
race in classrooms were recently rejected in the Michigan Senate. Moreover, Michigan’s state superintendent,
Dr. Michael Rice, argues that “children today need
to know our rich, marbled history and to consider its
layers, its contradictions, its complexities” (Rice, cited
in Burr, 2021). Therefore, we contend that Michigan
teachers are in fact supported in taking up criticality
and race in their classrooms.
There is no question that teachers are facing genuine challenges while being placed under increasingly
intense scrutiny. However, as Garcia (2021) stated,
even though he “sympathize[d] with teachers eager
to find a sense of banal normality after the seemingly
bottomless freefall that was 2020 and the early parts of
2021, we cannot go back ... We must reject the calls for
such a return to ‘normal’” (p. x). Indeed, our education
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systems were never constructed to be equitable for students from BIPOC communities (Love, 2019; Muhammad, 2020; Taylor, Gilmore & Ladson-Billings, 2009;
Valenzuela, 2010). This moment demands teaching
more than survival tactics, like building grit or focusing
on character education (Love, 2019). This moment
demands that educators and all educational stakeholders work towards change while “simultaneously freedom dreaming and vigorously creating a vision for what
schools will be” (Love, 2019, p. 89).
This article offers a framework consisting of five actionable tenets designed to support English Language Arts
teachers in responding to this moment and the urgent
calls for reimagining schools as liberatory places. The
five tenets are: (1) creating brave spaces, (2) foregrounding collective power, (3) valuing process over product,
(4) fostering youth’s critical consciousness, and (5)
encouraging multimodal forms of expression. We refer
to this framework as pedagogies for coalitional liberation.
We recognize pedagogies as plural because the contexts
in which teachers teach are multiple and varied. We
also understand that a teacher’s pedagogy is shaped
and influenced by the way they see and understand the
world—their theoretical perspectives. Coalitional speaks
against the meritocratic systems currently in place that
privilege the individual and individual achievement over
the wellbeing and sustenance of communities. Liberation speaks to Love’s (2019) freedom dreaming, “imagining worlds that are just, representing people’s full
humanity, centering people left on the edges, thriving
in solidarity with folx with different identities who have
struggled together for justice” (p. 103).
This framework brings together the efforts of those seeking to democratize education and those whose groundbreaking work in antiracist education informs our own.
Thus, the following section provides a brief overview
of participatory cultures, which centers democratic and
civic action in classroom spaces. We then turn toward
scholarly work in antiracist education, which shifts
theoretical focus to the collective and the coalitional.
These perspectives necessarily frame the five tenets
that comprise the pedagogies for coalitional liberation
framework, which we align with NCTE/IRA ELA
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Standards (2012). This article concludes by explaining
each tenet in detail and offering examples of secondary
ELA classroom practices that demonstrate the tenets in
action. The examples of practice come from a study that
focused on one preservice teacher’s curriculum design.

Participatory Cultures
Youth participation in civic life includes digital activism, youth demonstrating, organizing, and cultural
work with/in their communities. Youth identities do
not limit this participation. Age, race, gender, sexualities, or narrow nation/state determinations of who
qualifies as a citizen should not impede youths’ abilities
to interrogate, critique, and challenge the issues that
concern them. Significantly, educational stakeholders
cannot overlook youth agency. As Mirra and Garcia
(2017) state, “The future of civic education must
engage more forcefully with youth agency, critical
perspectives, and digital forms of expression” (p. 138).
Youth agency was visible when Black youth took to
college campuses across the U.S. to demand their
safety, civil rights, and representation on campus and
in faculty and curriculum (Black Liberation Collective,
2015). Scholars have also argued for youth to take up
positions as co-researchers to examine injustice in their
educational institutions (e.g., Kirshner, 2009; Mirra &
Garcia, 2017; Rubin, Abu El-Haj, Graham, & Clay,
2016). Adults can share the responsibility for learning
with their students and make space for students to
decide what and how they learn.
These perspectives on youth position them as significant “knowledge-holders” capable of critical civic
engagement (Shiller, 2013). Students can build their
understanding of justice and develop their critical
consciousness. They can critically examine systems that
reproduce injustice. To cultivate this critical civic praxis
(Cammarota, 2007), educators could ensure that certain
participatory culture conditions are nurtured. According to Jenkins (2009), participatory cultures: establish
low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement;
offer strong support for creating and sharing creations
with others; provide informal mentorship opportunities; enable novice members to learn from more
experienced members; help members understand that
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their contributions matter; and value social connections
between members. Classrooms can operate as a participatory culture. This model would mean an end to the
banking model of education that positions the teacher
as the expert knowledge-holder (Freire, 1968).

to achieve incremental changes in their classrooms and
schools for students in the present day” (Love, 2019,
p.89). We believe that bringing together perspectives on
participatory cultures and Inoue’s (2021) 12 habits of
antiracist praxis could potentially move educators toward
what we refer to as pedagogies of coalitional liberation.

Antiracist Pedagogy
We contend that participatory culture is inherently
Eurocentric given the civic origins of this theoretical
perspective and its connections to ancient Greece.
Therefore, we recommend weaving concepts from participatory culture with the 12 habits of antiracist praxis
(Inoue, 2021) as a means of addressing the educational
shifts that we believe the predominantly White teaching
force must make. These habits include: attending to
students’ intersectional identities, acknowledging racial
politics of language, engaging compassion, centering
collaborative processes and negotiations, incorporating
materials from BIPOC voices, focusing on diverse ways
of laboring, and resisting hierarchical logic. These habits
support the understanding that all youth have “literary
presence in the classroom” (Muhammad, 2020, p. 28).
Ultimately, K-12 students need opportunities to build
relationships with educators and mentors who are willing to “work in solidarity with their schools’ community

Five Tenets of Pedagogies
of Coalitional Liberation
Our vision of pedagogies for coalitional liberation presents five actionable and manageable tenets of practice
to guide teachers in designing their units or lessons (see
Table 1). As noted above, the five tenets include (1) creating brave spaces, (2) foregrounding collective power,
(3) valuing process over product, (4) fostering youth’s
critical consciousness, and (5) encouraging multimodal
forms of expression. As Table 1 demonstrates, teachers
can align the five tenets with key aspects of the theory
of participatory culture and Inoue’s (2021) habits to
support movement towards antiracist praxis. Furthermore, to support teachers’ incorporating standards, we
also demonstrate how the five tenets can be aligned
with the NCTE/IRA ELA standards. Importantly, we
do not suggest that ours is the only way to approach or
construct pedagogies of coalitional liberation.

7DEOH
Aligning Pedagogies of Coalitional Liberation with ELA Standards
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Into the Classroom: Pedagogies of
Coalitional Liberation in Practice
In the fall of 2019, Rae worked with preservice teachers
(PSTs) as they completed their year-long student teaching
placement. One of the PSTs with whom Rae worked was
Edie (pseudonym), a future secondary English language
arts teacher. Edie’s chosen pronouns are they/them. Edie
completed their student teaching in a school district in a
town that shares space with a large research university in
the midwestern U.S. The school district benefited from
the higher property taxes and the progressive academic
thinking from a majority higher education-employed
parent base. The benefits of both a well-resourced school
district and a large amount of teacher agency meant that
Edie had the autonomy to enact their curriculum design.
Edie was supported in this work by Author1 and their
mentor teacher.
Brief Overview of Edie’s English Language Arts
Curriculum
Edie designed an eight-week unit they named “What
Does a Brave Space Sound Like?” Edie hoped their
classroom would become a brave space where students
could research, discuss, and share their findings on
self-selected critical issues. Across the unit, students
learned about and shared their expertise on #BlackLivesMatter, climate justice, and immigrant justice (in
addition to other issues). Students then designed a digital story that communicated their ideas and learnings
to their fellow classroom community members. While
student interests and expertise were centered, Edie also
shared issues and texts vital to Edie. This classroom was
a community in which all community members’ identities, expertise, and interests were honored.
Across the unit, Edie’s curricular and instructional
decisions reflected the five tenets of pedagogies of coalitional liberation. Below, we explain each tenet in detail.
We then share specific examples that demonstrate how
Edie incorporated each of the five tenets into their
curriculum and instruction. Although we present the
five tenets separately here, we wish to note that there is
overlap across the five components of the framework.
The data we include are from written reflections that
Edie composed.

Tenet One: Constructing Brave Space
When reading and writing are presented as neutral
skills that students can learn to acquire (Street, 1984),
educators risk students not understanding how literacy is bound up in their liberation (Freire, 1968) and
is always connected to power and authority (Street,
1984). Every curricular choice—including the decision
to focus on neutral and decontextualized skills, readings, and topics—is a political choice. A curriculum
can build students’ skills while also providing opportunities to advance students’ understanding of identities,
intellectualism, and criticality (Muhammad, 2020).
However, doing so requires that we be vulnerable leaders (Brown, 2018) who are willing to engage in difficult
conversations and extend trust to our students to make
bold choices in the classroom.
To support students in both talking about issues
important to them and listening to others speak to
their social justice commitments, Edie invited students
to participate in “lightning talks.” A lightning talk is a
two-minute, think-pair-share exchange of ideas. During
these two minutes, Edie asked students to talk about
the causes about which they felt strongly. They could
also share relevant visual and audio artifacts to accompany their talk: a musical clip, a photograph, or a social
media post, for example. While one student talked for
two minutes, their partner noted their thoughts. Students used these opportunities to share their thoughts
on typically taboo topics in schools (e.g., reproductive
rights and police brutality), voice opinions with which
others might disagree, and examine multiple perspectives on an issue.
After each lightning talk, the listening students offered
two pieces of generative feedback to help advance the
other student’s thinking and work. First, Edie asked
them to listen for and reflect on moments in the presentation that stood out as significant. Second, students
offered loving critique by engaging the sentence stem,
“I wonder…” Edie supported students in asking each
other questions from a space of critical love and friendship, which are essential to co-constructing brave and
powerful listening spaces. From the beginning of the
school year, Edie focused on building relationships with
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and among students. Classroom community members
were willing to create brave spaces where difficult conversations could occur (Amplifier, n.d.).

justice, queer liberation, affordable housing, and animal
cruelty. Edie also left space for students to list causes
that they had not included.

Tenet Two: Foregrounding Collective Power
In noting the potential of collective power, we draw on
the long history of movement building. Specifically,
in this article, we recognize that Fred Hampton’s work
shaped our conceptualizing of collective power across
the Rainbow Coalition in Chicago in the late 1960s
(Middlebrook, 2019). The Rainbow Coalition sought
to organize across disparate and systemically oppressed
communities. Whether working with and alongside
Latinx organizers or White organizers, Hampton actualized what we have all come to understand—none of
us are free until we are all free. Said another way, our
collective freedom is contingent upon coalitional liberation. In schools, the classroom can be envisioned as a
brave space in which many identities, perspectives, and
truths decenter dominant ideologies and Whiteness.

The survey enabled Edie to embed students’ interests
into the unit and made it possible for Edie to bring in
a plethora of multimedia resources that would support
students in deepening their expert knowledge. Furthermore, the survey results helped Edie more purposely
construct student groupings. Sometimes, they created
homogenous groups based on similar areas of activist
interests. Other times, Edie constructed heterogeneous
groups, so students could learn about issues outside
their chosen area of expertise and make connections
across the social justice issues they were exploring.

We offer two examples of how Edie honored multiple
identities, perspectives, and truths in their classroom.
First, Edie looked outside the traditional literary canon
to incorporate Black, queer, and gender non-binary
poets when teaching poetic form. During one notable
lesson, Edie introduced Kimya Dawson’s song, Fire,
to students. By bringing in music by Kimya Dawson,
a gender-fluid, Black anti-folk/folk-punk artist, Edie
troubled typical narratives and binary ways of thinking
that are often nurtured in school spaces. Edie encouraged students to spend time with Dawson’s text and
respond to it through collage. Edie’s text selection
deliberately pushed back against the literary canon and
traditional conceptualizations of what counts as literature and whose voices and stories matter.
Second, Edie centered student voices and interests by
administering a survey before beginning the curriculum. Through this pre-unit survey, Edie hoped to
learn how youth were already taking up activist literacies outside of school. For example, the survey asked
students to share the social justice issues they actively
advocate for outside of school. Edie provided a list of
options that included the gender wage gap, restorative
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Tenet Three: Valuing Process Over Product
This tenet builds upon Tenet Two. When teachers
decenter themselves, they make space for students to
assume the position of expert. Centering students’
expertise means disrupting traditional classroom hierarchies in which the teacher assumes the position of
expert and students as learners. When teachers practice
pedagogies of coalitional liberation, teachers do not
design the entire curriculum in advance of any given
semester. Eliminating this high degree of pre-design
also means there can be flexibility in terms of the products students create and, more importantly, how students work towards developing their products. When
teachers let go of visions of a standardized product,
students have the power to pursue their learning journeys and dream learning outcomes that matter to them
and their communities. Valuing process over product
focuses on the students’ constructions and representations of knowledge.
In Edie’s classroom, the co-construction of the curriculum began with the survey students completed.
However, the co-construction of the unit didn’t stop
there. Instead of Edie selecting the texts they studied
together, students were asked to bring a range of texts
into the classroom. Edie took an expansive view of
what counted as text, so students were welcome to
share a range of multimodal texts within their various small groups. In addition to written texts, music
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videos, art, graffiti, song lyrics, photo essays, and
social media posts were all deemed worthy of study.
As a means of valuing process over product, Edie gave
students credit for bringing in their literature. In this
way, Edie centered labor-based grading (Inoue, 2019),
demonstrating that all student input across the course
was significant.
Furthermore, youth took up Edie’s invitation to create
literacy products employing any mode, medium, or
format as an opportunity to connect deeper with
their topic. Edie described students’ engagement as
“high and deliberate” (Edie, personal communication,
April 2019). They saw nuance in the variety of the
work students created. For example, Edie noted how
one student explored environmental sustainability
through photography of her favorite places on Earth
and written reflections on how people might preserve
those places. Another student re-rendered a written
poem as a recorded song. Edie negotiated the parameters of each project with individual students. We
recommend that students keep a portfolio of the work
they undertake during a given unit and reflect on their
learning, the purposes of their work, and the audiences
for whom they are creating their work. These reflective
pieces can form the basis of important student-teacher
or student-student conversations. Edie utilized standards that spoke to writing routinely over various periods of time and included time for research, reflection,
and revision.
Tenet Four: Fostering Youth’s Critical Consciousness
Representation matters. This tenet focuses on ensuring
that teachers incorporate stories from multiple perspectives and told through diverse voices into school curricula. Surveys such as Renaissance Learning’s annual
What Kids are Reading (2020) show that canonical texts
written by (mostly dead) white men continue to be
centered in school spaces and studied as examples of
great literature. This tenet builds upon movements such
as #disrupttexts (Ebarvia, Germán, Parker, & Torres,
2021) to redefine what counts as literature and literary
study in school.
In addition to encouraging students to self-select some

of the literature they studied during the unit, Edie
further supported individual students in examining
their topics of choice through a variety of critical lenses:
“Since the topics were individually selected, students
were supported in critically analyzing texts relating to
activism as a whole, but then looking at them under
feminist, Marxist, Critical Race English Education
(CREE), queer, sustainability, etc. lenses respectively”
(Edie, personal communication, April 2019).
As acknowledged in Tenet Three, Edie intentionally
made room for students to bring in their own texts.
Further, Edie scaffolded students’ critical interrogation
of texts. They first introduced the notion of critical lenses (Appleman, 2000) and showed how these
perspectives might be applied to texts. However, Edie
then complicated those lenses by modeling how these
lenses overlap and might be overlaid. In doing so, Edie
foregrounded intersectionality. For example, before this
unit, Edie introduced students to critical lenses they
had learned about in their methods course taught by
Rae in 2018-2019. Additionally, Edie was familiar with
Johnson’s (2018) CREE and had their own complex
understandings of intersectionality. In this unit, Edie
adapted Appleman’s (2000) Poem Analysis Activity (p.
182) to support students in analyzing Dawson’s lyrics
both through a CREE lens and a Queer Theory lens.
They used structured prompts to aid students’ analysis.
For example, for the aforementioned analysis of Dawson’s text, Edie asked:
1. Looking at Dawson’s lyrics through a CREE lens,
this is what I see…
2. If I change my analysis to look through a Queer
Theory lens, I see…
3. Overlapping these two lenses to look through
both a CREE lens and a Queer Theory lens, I
now see…
Prompts such as these complicate students’ prior
learning of critical lenses and highlight the need for an
intersectional overlay of critical lenses. Overlaying perspectives make possible a more complex and humanizing analysis of the various advocacy issues and texts
under investigation.
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Tenet Five: Artistic Expression
This tenet asserts that traditional forms of knowledge construction in English language arts (e.g., the
five-paragraph essay) exist in classroom spaces but
must do so alongside other forms of representation
and communication. In classrooms where a pedagogy
of coalitional liberation is centered, assessment-oriented products (Gee & Hayes, 2011) no longer hold
the power that they have enjoyed for too long. This
approach values the multiple ways students can express
their thinking and, therefore, value all meaning-makers
within any given classroom community (Archer, 2017).
Indeed, Edie’s unit plan forwarded multimodal literacies (both arts-based and digital) as essential aspects of
constructing and sharing knowledge. Edie’s commitment to bringing in various modes provided multiple entry points for youth in their classroom. When
studying multimodal texts, it is essential to interrogate
the affordances of the different modes in play. For
example, students examined the roles of words and
images in visual texts. Typical questions included:
What would happen if the words were removed? What
would happen if the images were removed? How
closely aligned are the information represented by the
words and the images? How might changing the tools
or materials used to create the text impact a reader or
viewer’s interpretations?
Students studied multiple text types, including songs,
dance, and art, and worked across modes to create
work rooted in “a topic that mattered to them” (Edie,
personal communication, April 2019). One student,
for example, created a collage that served as “a visual
representation of her thoughts during anxiety attacks
and depressive episodes” (student’s words as reported by
Edie, personal communication, April 2019). Edie notes
that the personal became political in students’ drawing
on their lived realities to express their advocacy through
creative and critical civic engagement:
They share intimate stories about their families,
things they’ve witnessed, things they’ve endured.
They put themselves into the work to evoke pathos.
The environmentalist student will ask you to
preserve the places she loves, the women’s rights
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advocate will tell you how her sister got sick in
a childbirth she didn’t want to have, the student
demanding religious tolerance will ask to bring in a
video of his family showed him about Muslims in
China, the #BLM activist will draw his dad’s fist in
the air, the animal rights supporter brings in pictures of her adopted dog, the immigration reform
advocate records her dad singing in Spanish, the list
goes on.
When negotiating the parameters of each project with
their students, Edie focused on purpose, audience, and
impact. Students were required to think about, reflect
upon, and state what constitutes a quality product for
them and their work. Edie also made it clear that this
work represented their thinking and ideas at this particular moment in time. Edie hoped that their activist
work would continue beyond the curriculum they
designed.

Conclusion
Although educators are often advised to plan curriculum backward, locking in learning objectives and
assessments before the beginning of curriculum units,
pedagogies of coalitional liberation call for teachers to design responsive curriculum and instruction
that incorporates disciplinary goals and recognizes
the humanity of students in their classrooms. This
approach to pedagogy refuses to flatten the identities
of the youth who belong to classroom communities.
By working to decenter ourselves as the only expert
knowledge holders in the room, teachers might provide
opportunities for youth to develop identities as experts.
There is also work for administrators to do. To further
pedagogies of coalitional liberation, teachers must be
understood as experts by their administrators. The days
of closing the classroom door and flying under the
radar must be left behind by bold leaders in administrative roles who are willing and able to move toward
liberation for us all.
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